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SI Figure legends
Figure S1. Observation time series for each individual. Different colours correspond to elephant seals
tagged at seven different deployment locations: Macquarie Island (blue), Campbell Island (orange),
Kerguelen Island (yellow), Casey station (red), Davis station (green), Livingston Island (magenta), and
Elephant Island (cyan).
Figure S2. Step length analysis of the trajectories. a, Step length probability density function; b, Step
length for different temporal scaling λ1. The steps have been normalized dividing by the average step
length for every temporal rescaling. Turning points are obtained after projection along the latitude
axis2. The pdf shows a double power-law scaling. The tail of the pdf shows a scaling domain that
shrinks as the rescaling parameter increases and whose exponent depends also on the rescaling
parameter decreasing from a value close to 2. For intermediate step lengths the pdf shows a scaling
compatible with a power law with exponent 0.6; c, Angle distribution for consecutive displacements for
two different time windows, 0.5 days (red) and 10 day (black).
Figure S3. Mean displacement (black) and root mean square displacement (red) scaling with time T.
Both the mean displacement (black), d T  , and the root mean square displacement (red),

d 2 T  ,

show the same scaling with T: Tα, with α=0.83.
Figure S4. Spatial density of observations. Probability density function of the number of observations
per grid cell area ρev.
Figure S5. Occupancy map of the reshuffled trajectories. Inset: comparison of the trajectories
representing three realizations of the reshuffled (red, green and blue) and observed (black) locations of
one individual. The colour scale is logarithmic. Figure generated with Matplotlib Basemap Toolkit3.
Figure S6. Diversity of trajectories according to their normalized entropy S. Probability density
function of the entropy of all the trajectories.
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